Introduction
This paper considers the problem of reducing the dimension of a model for an uncertain system whilst bounding the resulting error. Model reduction methods with guaranteed upper error bounds have previously been established for uncertain systems described by a state-space type realization Linear Fkactional Transformation (LFT) of a constant realization matrix over a structured uncertainty operator. In contrast to traditional 1-D model reduction where upper bounds on reduction are matched with comparable lower bounds, in the uncertain system problem there have previously been no lower bounds established. The computation of both upper and lower bounds is discussed in this paper, including a discussion of the use of Mankel-like matrices. These model reduction methods and error bound computations are then discussed in the context of kernel representations of behavioral uncertain s y s tems. Due to space constraints only an extended abstract is given here; to obtain the full paper see http://avalon.calte&.edu/cds/cgibin/reports.cgi, or contact the first author.
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Summary of the Paper
We begin the paper with a brief review of the LFT modelling framework commonly used to represent uncertain systems, followed by a short discussion of existing model reduction results for uncertain systems. In particular, we consider the LFT paradigm shown in Figure 1 , where A represents uncertainty, or a dynamic element, and
is a realization of the input-output mapping
we assume throughout that the inverse is well- 
where X,i,(XY) = e2 with multiplicity corresponding to the difference in the dimensions of the full and reduced realizations. Existing LMI solvers may thus be used to find feasible solutions to (2). In the case where E = 0, we can obtain a minimality result, and also a decomposition structure (see [3] for details). A more thorough summary of these and related realization theory results is presented in the full paper.
Computational methods are presented for reducing uncertain system models with the guaranteed upper error bounds mentioned above. Ideally, we would like to find minimum rank, structured Gramians Y 2 0 and X 2 0 to the above LMIs, i.e., solutions Y and X for which the product YX has the smallestvalued minimum eigenvalue with the highest multipicity. Although feasible solutions, X and Y , are easily computed using convex programming methods (or any of the recent LMI solvers [8, 91); the optimization problem itself is a reduced rank LMI problem and as such does not yield a convex optimization problem, thus we cannot directly apply LMI algorithms to obtain solutions. However, we have constructed a straightforward heuristic algorithm using existing LMI techniques to obtain solutions for the model reduction and minimality problem, which have given quite good results not only in numerical tests, but in applications as well. A detailed description of the algorithm and an analysis of the test results are given in the full paper.
Although we can compute guaranteed u p per error bounds using these methods, we cannot simultaneously compute lower bounds.
For standard l-D continuous systems, both upper and lower error bounds for balanced truncation model reduction can be computed using the singular values of the associated Hankel operator. In the case of uncertain and discrete time systems, the actual system Gramians are not used, but instead nonunique solutions to the LMIs in (2) are found.
Thus we cannot strictly relate the solutions Y and X for the LMIs to a system Hankel operator and Hankel singular values. However, we may construct Hankel matrices for the uncertain systems we consider using the realization matrix M.
In the full paper, we discuss the relevance of Hankel matrices for uncertain systems, mainly in the context of minimality, followed by a d i s cussion of associated Hankel operators and the use of such in computing lower bounds on system norms and for reduction. We define Hankel matrices for uncertain systems in a manner similar to those defined for formal power series [lo]; structured Hankel matrices are also considered. We use the so-called controllability and observability matrices for uncertain systems defined in [3] for the construction of these Hankel matrices for uncertain systems.
The singular values of the Hankel operators we construct provide reasonable lower bounds for the system norm, but appear to be conservative for model reduction lower bounds.
Alternate approaches to computing model reduction lower bounds are also discussed in the full paper.
From the reduction and realization theory developed for uncertain input-output models up to this point, we then discuss computing reduced models with error bounds and minimality for kernel representations of behavioral uncertain systems. We consider the behavioral framework originally proposed by Willems [ll]. In order to incorporate uncertainty into our models, we adopt the output nulling or kernel representation defined by Weiland [12] to describe 1-D behavioral systems. Pn this framework, both minimality and the evaluation of model reduction error bounds become more complex. For example, in the input-output framework, we have necessary and sufficient LMI conditions for minimality and model reduction bounds. In the behavioral framework, the LMI conditions are only sufficient. In fact, even in the I-D behavioral case (i.e., no uncertainty) there exist only sufficient conditions. Additionally, if we consider a kernel representation of a behavior, then minimality also involves the issues of output injection and detectability, and if we consider model reduction of a kernel representation, then the error bounds should be interpreted in a gaplike metric. Furthermore, to apply the model reduction techniques previously described, stability and wntractiueness of the uncertain behavioral representations, (A, M), are desired. Stable M generalizes the use of stable coprime factor representations for input-output systems and as such norms can be used to define generalizations of normalized coprime factors.
In the full paper we address these issues, first introduced in [U], that are associated with normalization and minimality for uncertain behavioral system representations in more detail. Algorithms and associated upper error bounds for model reduction of behavioral uncertain systems are also discussed.
